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Abstract: An experimental study on separation control in front of a hemisphere by local wall suction was performed in a circulating 

water channel. A vortical system engirdling a bluff body was targeted to mitigate its effect on the wake region where hairpin vortices 

shed. Local wall suction caused a change in the static pressure distribution over the hemisphere surface, moving the flow separation 

point upstream. As the flow detached early from the hemisphere surface, the size of the wake region increased indicating that it took 

longer to generate the vortices. Flow visualization using a dye system indicated that the frequency of hairpin vortices in the wake 

region was reduced by 21 ~ 33 % depending on the hemisphere size when suction ratio was 2.2. The reduction in the vortex shedding 

frequency was attributed to the weakening of the standing vortices by local wall suction, which resulted in a reduction in the inrush in 

the wake region. 
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1. Introduction 
The vortical system is considered as a main feature that 

sustains turbulence in a boundary layer through interactions 

with each other. Such turbulent structures result in engineering 

challenges such as frictional drag, erosion, or vibration in 

industrial applications. Therefore, several researches for 

controlling a turbulent flow have been widely conducted.  

When fluid particles cannot overcome the adverse pressure 

gradient created due to the skin friction, the flow near the wall 

is eventually reversed. Further, the presence of the vortex body 

accelerates the vortex generation process by creating an 

unfavorable pressure field around the intersection between the 

surface and the body. This creates a complex three-dimensional 

wake around the obstacle that leads to separated flows rolling 

under the existence of shear flow to form spanwise vortices. 

Several researches have been conducted to investigate this 

vortical system through computational modeling and 

experimental visualization using various shapes of bluff bodies 

such as tear-drop, wing junction, and cylinders [1]-[6]. 

To demonstrate the effect of the vortical system on turbulent 

flow, the mechanism by which the turbulent energy is cascaded 

to initiate and maintain vortices needs to be verified. However, 

directly showing how the energy deals with the vortex 

generation process in the turbulent flow is difficult. Therefore, it 

is convenient to test and visualize the phenomenon in a laminar 

boundary layer. In this study, a hemisphere was placed on a flat 

plate in a laminar flow and dye was supplied to visualize a wake 

region behind it along with hairpin vortices. Moreover, a 

standing vortex, known as a necklace vortex or a horseshoe 

vortex surrounding a hemisphere, was also emerged upstream 

of a hemisphere due to a strong adverse pressure distribution 

and brought high momentum fluid into the wake region, thereby 

actively regenerating hairpin vortices [7]. 

The purpose of this study was to verify how standing 

vortices play an important role in providing energy into the 

wake region to enhance the generation of hairpin vortices. To 

decrease this activity of standing vortices, a hole was drilled 

in front of a hemisphere to apply local wall suction. The 

mechanism behind the vortical system phenomenon was 

revealed qualitatively through flow visualization and recorded 

for quantitative analysis of the flow behavior using local 

suction control. 
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2. Experimental Setup  

2.1 Circulating Water  Channel 
A flow visualization study similar to that by M. S. Acarlar et 

al. [8] and Y. D. Kang et al. [9] was conducted in a circulating 

water channel as shown in Figure 1 with 12.5 m, 2.2 m, and 5.8 

m as its length, width, and height, respectively. The circulating 

water channel could run up to 2.0 m/s with ±2 % of the velocity 

distribution at 1.0 m/s. The cross- section of the channel was 1.8 

m wide and 0.4 m deep where a test plate with an elliptical 

leading edge of 1.2 m in length was placed horizontally. This 

test plate was suspended at a distance of 0.14 m from the 

bottom. A 0.6 m long flap was connected to the end of the flat 

plate and its angle was adjusted to prevent flow separation at 

the leading edge, which was set to 10°. 
 

 
Figure 1: Circulating Water Channel 

 

The Reynolds number (Re) was 3.6 × 104 with the free 

stream velocity (U∞) of 0.12 m/s to ensure that the flow could 

be kept as laminar flow at the test section. 
      () = ∙                                          (1) 
 

Here, x is the streamwise distance from the leading edge and ν 

is the kinematic viscosity of water, which is 1.01 × 10-6 m2/s. The 

origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the hemisphere. 

In addition, Re, based on the diameter of the hemisphere (d), 

was 2.4 × 103 when d = 24 mm, 4.8 × 103 when d = 44 mm, 5.9 

× 103 when d = 54 mm, and 1.2 × 104 when d = 94 mm. A pitot 

tube system was used to measure a free stream velocity. 

2.2 Hemisphere and Dye Supply System 
The configuration of a dye supply system at a test section is 

shown in Figure 2. Each hemisphere was connected to a red 

tank controlling flow rate with peacock valve. The dye was 

supplied through a 5.0 mm hole inside the hemisphere and, 

then, passed through five small holes having 1.0 mm diameter 

drilled at intervals of 45° on the surface. Thus, the wake region 

and the hairpin vortex street were visualized using the red color 

dye. The extreme right-hand side of Figure 2 also shows a hole 

of 4.0 mm in diameter located at 3.0 mm upstream of the 

hemisphere’s front, which was used to visualize the standing 

vortex using a blue color dye. For the control case, this hole was 

also used to weaken the strength of the standing vortex. 

 

 
Figure 2: Schematic configuration of a test plate and dye 

supply system with four different hemispheres. Red dye is used 

for a wake region and a vortex street, and blue dye is used for a 

necklace vortex system 

 

3. Flow Visualization Results 
As shown by several researchers, vortices constantly interact 

with each other and cascade the energy inside the turbulent 

boundary layer to sustain. In other words, the vortical system 

forming around obstacles enhances the initiation of vortices and 

causes mechanical issues in several engineering applications. 

With respect to the control of standing vortices, a passive 

control, like a streamline shape, is a suitable way to eliminate 

the vortical system with a favorable pressure gradient around 

the obstruction. Alternatively, an active control, such as the 

suction used in this study, can also reduce their effects on the 

interaction in shedding vortices. 

M. S. Acarlar et al. [10] and H. A. Zondag [11] suppressed the 

standing vortex generation by using a teardrop shape. They 

concluded that the standing vortex plays a key role in supplying 

high momentum into the wake region along with destabilizing the 
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separation point over the obstacle. Their report indicated that the 

presence of the standing vortex enhances the shedding frequency 

of hairpin vortices from the wake region. However, W. J. 

Devenport et al. [12] reported that a passive control methodology 

could not effectively modify the flow behind a wing-body 

junction. They proposed that an active control device would be 

more efficient in changing separation at the leading edge instead 

of a fillet shape. Therefore, localized surface suction [13] was 

applied to the turbulent junction flow. It targeted necklace 

vortices to decrease their maximum diameter and vorticity. 

3.1 Qualitative Characteristics of the Wake Region 
A visualization experiment with dye injection in circulating 

water channel was performed to understand the development of 

shedding vortices behind the hemisphere in the laminar 

boundary layer. A spanwise vortex was initially developed by 

the adverse pressure gradient and then by engirdling the flanks 

of the hemisphere. Depending on the shape of the bluff bodies 

and Re, the vortical system formed in different ways [6]. After 

the incoming flow separated from both the flanks, flow reversal 

occurred at the back of the hemisphere that went up to the 

separation point. While encountering the cross-flow, a spanwise 

vortex transformed into a hairpin vortex from the wake region. 

In addition, two standing vortices were identified in this study. 

Local wall suction was directly applied to the standing 

vortices to carefully study the behavior of the vortex street from 

the wake region. Two dye colors were used to visualize the flow 

field around the hemisphere. Blue color dye was emitted from 

the hole upstream of the hemisphere, while red color dye was 

fed through the five holes of the hemisphere surface. 

The interaction between the standing vortex surrounding the 

hemisphere and the shedding vortex from the wake region is 

shown in Figure 3 (a). The flow visualization image was 

recorded using an iPad Pro with 3840 × 2160 pixels at 30 fps 

from which the hairpin vortex shedding frequency was 

estimated. Figure 3 also shows the outline of the flow 

phenomena around the hemisphere compared to images without 

and with the control case. 

3.2 Control Mechanism 
The outline of the control mechanism by local wall suction is 

presented in Figure 4. It shows the streamwise area of the wake 

region and the standing vortices surrounding the hemisphere. 

The left column is for the base case and the right column is with 

local wall suction. In Figure 4, the upper part shows the plan 

view and lower part shows the side and the end views. 

There are inner and outer standing vortices as depicted in 

Figure 4 (a). Apparently, the inner vortex strongly interacted with 

the wake region and continuously supplied the high-speed fluid 

due to the vorticity direction. Therefore, these vortices were the 

source of shedding hairpin vortices behind the hemisphere. In the 

side view of Figure 4 (b), it can be seen that the separation point 

has moved upstream and the size of the standing vortex has shrunk 

in the end view. This occurred because local wall suction 

weakened a circulation of standing vortices [14]-[17]. This 

situation is similar to uniformly flowing over a circular cylinder at 

low Re, where the shedding frequency from the cylinder reduces 

when the separation point has moved upstream with a reduction in 

Re. As a result of flow stabilization due to local wall suction, the 

shedding frequency decreased. As local wall suction suppressed 

standing vortices and stabilized flow field around the hemisphere, 

the reduction of the shedding frequency can be expected [8]. 
 

 
Figure 3: Flow visualization system for (a) base case around a 

hemisphere and (b) control case with local wall suction 
 

 
Figure 4: Outline of control mechanism for base case in the left 

column and for local wall suction upstream of the hemisphere in 

the right column. (a) Plan view and (b) Side and end views. 
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3.3 Shedding Frequency 

3.3.1 Suction Ratio (SR) 

The visualization results with dye are depicted in Figure 5. A 

base case without suction is depicted in Figure 5 (a), while 

Figure 5 (b) is for a control case. During control, the front dye 

injection hole was used to suck so that only red colored dye was 

supplied. Local wall suction was intrigued by the gravity of 

water through a tube, whose velocity VSUCK  = 0.27 m/s was 

calculated after measuring the time required to fill a 140 ml 

beaker. The suction profile in time continued to be rectangular 

as long as the water level did not noticeably change as the flow 

was constantly discharged by gravity through the tube 

connected at the outside of the water tunnel. The strength of 

suction defined as the suction ratio (SR) was set to 2.2 during 

the entire experiment. 

    ( ) =      (2) 
Here, U∞ is the free stream velocity and VSUCK is the velocity 

of local wall suction. The constant suction rate was ensured by 

the gravity of the water mass through the front hole of the 

hemisphere. 

Local wall suction further extended the wake area of the 

hemisphere downstream, although it is difficult to observe the 

change in the width. When SR = 2.2, the length increased to 

2.5 mm with 44 mm diameter as indicated by the black line in 

Figure 5 (b). The suction control appeared to reduce the 

velocity of the incoming flow and move the separation point 

upstream, thereby increasing the length of the wake region. 

This is consistent with the experimental results of Zondag 

[11], who proved that a droplet shape (a streamlined obstacle) 

has a wider wake region because of the absence of standing 

vortices. 

3.3.2 Strouhal number (Sr) 
The recorded video was visually analyzed to compute the 

shedding frequency from the wake region. It was calculated 

using the total number of hairpin vortices within 30 s. Local 

wall suction was applied to reduce the effect of standing 

vortices by mitigating the adverse pressure distribution, leading 

to an early start to flow separation. Therefore, the reversal flow 

took more time to develop from the longer wake region. 

According to flow visualization analysis, the frequency of 

hairpin vortex shedding was reduced from 21 % to 33 % 

depending on the hemisphere size for the suction ratio of 2.2. As a 

result of targeting the inner standing vortex, the backflow into the 

formation area of the hairpin vortex at the edge of the wake area 

was clearly retarded, thereby decreasing the shedding frequency. 

The Strouhal number (Sr) is a dimensionless number that 

expresses the vibration phenomenon of the natural flow and had 

a value of 0.23 for our study. The suction ratios were more or 

less the same regardless of the hemisphere diameters. The 

above data are summarized in Table 1. 

Figure 5: Flow visualization around a hemisphere (d = 44 mm) 

for (a)  base case and (b) control case with a local wall suction 

Table 1: The frequency changes without and with local wall 
suction 

Hemisphere 
(mm) 

 
(m/s) SR Sr Base 

(Hz) 
Control 

(Hz) 
Reduction 

(%) 

24 

0.12 

2.3 0.24 2.4 1.9 21 

44 2.4 0.23 1.2 0.9 25 

54 2.2 0.24 1.1 0.8 27 

94 2.1 0.22 0.6 0.4 33 

Strouhal number (St) = ×   (3) 

In Equation (3), f is the shedding frequency of the hairpin 

vortices and R is the hemisphere radius. 

4. Conclusions
Flow visualization was conducted in the circulating water 

channel to study the effect of the standing vortex on the 

shedding frequency behind the hemisphere in a laminar flow. 

Throughout the experiment, red-colored dye was used for 

visualizing the hairpin vortices and wake region, while blue-
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color was used to expose the standing vortices. In the 

visualization results, , which describes the flow oscillation 

frequency, was found to be approximately 0.2, irrespective of 

the size of hemispheres. 

For active control on standing vortices, local wall suction was 

directly applied under them through a test plate in front of 

hemispheres. It mitigated their vorticity that led to pressure 

distribution changes, thereby resulting in early occurrence of 

the separation process. Therefore, the length of the reversal 

flow further increased downstream. This indicated that the 

hairpin vortex frequency in the wake region increased up to 

33 % when the suction ratio was 2.2. It is speculated that the 

inner standing vortex could not bring high momentum into the 

wake region. Experiments by M.S. Acarlar et al. [8] and H. A. 

Zondag [11] used a teardrop shape to show that standing 

vortices were not generated and had a lower frequency than the 

hemisphere because of the weak adverse pressure gradient. The 

reason behind frequency reduction due to local wall suction was 

the stabilization of the vortical system around the obstacle and a 

decrease in the interaction between the wake region and 

standing vortices. 

The effects of suction control can be summarized as follows: 

1) An unfavorable pressure distribution over the hemisphere

was created, causing the separation to occur early. 

2) The length of the wake region was increased such that the

reversal flow took longer to shed. 

3) The strength of standing vortices near the wake region was

reduced so that they could not actively supply high-speed 

velocity to the inside. 
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